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FOREWORD
The Patriot marks our first departure from the “pure” Stanier locomotive with its parallel boiler and simple Belpaire firebox.
In some ways it brings together our LNWR and LMS kits because its origins are partly LNWR, as a final development of the
Claughton line, combined with the emerging LMS school via the Royal Scot. The later examples of the class included some
of the soon to be standard Stanier features. A true hybrid, and therein perhaps lies the attraction of the class. Whilst
nominally a standard LMS type, the Patriot was so different in appearance from the legions of Stanier locomotives which
followed it that its “old fashioned”, to some even ugly, looks provide its charm.

It is almost 35 years since the last Patriot was withdrawn and none were preserved. It is no exaggeration to state that this
has been by far the most difficult of our kits to research. We searched for over four years for an official drawing of the
complete locomotive to ensure the correct relationship between the main components. We had very large scale drawings
for the dome and chimney but nothing on the frames and boiler. The artwork for the chassis was virtually complete when
Geoff Hurley unearthed side and end Pipe and Rod drawings. The good news was that it confirmed our educated
guesswork to be essentially correct; the bad news was that the frames, brake gear and bogie had to be redrawn. But at
least they are now as accurate as we can possibly make them.

On the technical side, we have decided to use nickel silver for all of the etchings and we have extended the use of resin
below the footplate by casting the cylinder wrappers. Unlike the Stanier locomotives, the cab has to be a single formed etch
to ensure the correct one piece shape is achieved. We have included a spare etch in addition to a jig to provide a suitable
safety net!

Finally, thanks go to Geoff Hurley, Don Rowland and fellow LMS Society members for their help in locating the prototype
information, and to Alistair Rolfe once again for his usual excellent work.

We look forward to hearing from you as construction progresses, and we
hope to see completed models over the next months, or years!

John Jennison

December 1996
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Historical summary
The first two Patriots were built at Derby in November 1930 nominally as rebuilds of two LNWR Claughtons. There has
been much speculation over how much of the two originals were retained other than their numbers, driving wheel centres
and bogies. Almost two years later, in July 1932, the first of a batch of 15 further “replacements” emerged from Crewe
followed the year after by another 25 engines, 10 from Derby and 15 from Crewe. This time the only significant link to the
Claughtons they replaced were the running numbers. The final ten members of the class were produced from Crewe in
early 1934 and carried numbers at the end of the new series allocated to the class.
The first 42 locomotives were renumbered 5500 to 5541, in the order of building, during 1934. The tabular information
included in these notes uses the post-1934 numbers for ease of reference.
18 members of the class were rebuilt between 1946 and 1949 with 2A taper boilers in a similar form to the Royal Scot
conversions, except that new Stanier style cabs were fitted to the Patriots.
Table 1 shows the dates of building, withdrawal, renumbering and rebuilding.
Allocations
The initial LMS allocations were to the Western Division, followed by the Midland Division with four going to the Central
Division and three to Scotland. However, almost all were moved to the Western Division by 1935 and, with few exceptions,
there they stayed until a batch of transfers in 1958 to the “Midland Division”. In their last two years they were relegated to
secondary duties and the last unrebuilt survivors of the class finally ended up at Lancaster and Carnforth.
Main dimensions
Engine wheelbase
Coupled wheels
Bogie wheelbase
Bogie wheels
Tender wheels

7’4” plus 8’0”” (7’5” plus 7’10” for 5500/1)
6’9” diameter
6’3”
3’3” diameter
4’3” diameter
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Main variations
The Patriots did not exhibit the major variations which are characteristic of the Stanier Black Five and Jubilee 4-6-0s. The
visual differences were mainly subtle and require close study to identify them on photographs, and most were in common
with those applied to the other standard LMS classes. The following pages highlight and explain the main changes in
appearance over the life of the class. As usual, please refer to a clear, dated photograph of the locomotive being modelled.
Bogies
The two prototype conversions (5500/1) and the first 10 Crewe-built engines (5502-11) had LNWR Claughton swing link
“radial” bogies. The final forty engines had a completely different type with side bolsters and a central pivot, although they
re-used the original frames, axleboxes, wheels and spring gear.
Wheels
The first two locomotives inherited the LNWR Claughton pattern wheels with their distinctive profile and large bossed
driving wheels. The next batches had the LMS pattern fitted to the Royal Scots with the cavity in the gap between the two
spokes on either side of the cranks filled in. The final batch had the Stanier type with Gibson triangular section rims with the
filled cavity spanning the three spokes on either side of the cranks. Beware, the wheels were moved around between
locomotives and several photographs show a mix of types on the same locomotive.
Motion
Plain coupling rods were standard apart from the first two of the class which had fluted rods throughout their lives.
All of the class were originally fitted with crosshead driven vacuum pumps which were removed in the late 1930s in
common with all other LMS locomotives.
Cylinders
The first 12 locomotives had “enclosed” cylinder draincocks but these were soon converted to the later “open” type fitted to
the remainder of the class. The cylinder wrappers were completely plain on all locomotives as built. After the war the
wrappers on some locomotives had small circular cylinder inspection covers with four bolt fixing.
Bufferbeams
The front bufferbeams were initially plain but by BR days most of the class carried beams with snaphead rivets.
AWS
Most members of the class were fitted with BR standard AWS equipment in 1959/60. The main visible features were a
cylindrical vacuum reservoir on the right-hand side footplate with a smaller timing reservoir on the left hand side, and a
protection plate for the receiver under the bufferbeam.
Smoke deflectors
The first two locomotives were built without smoke deflectors and the next 10 originally had straight deflectors. All of these
were changed in 1933/34 to the angled curved top style with which the remainder of the class emerged.
There were two distinct variants of deflector which appear to have remained unchanged on most locomotives. Those built
at Crewe had wide “flat” beading on the outer edges whereas those from Derby had narrower “rounded” beading. Most
retained the same type of deflectors until rebuilt or withdrawn although a few did change to the other pattern.
Handrails and front footsteps
With the exception of the last ten members of the class, there was originally a short horizontal handrail on the front running
plate and a wide step on the vertical face of the front footplate. This appears to arise from when the first two locomotives
ran without smoke deflectors because when these were fitted subsequently the step was split into two by the deflector.
Consequently the “outer” part of the step was removed and the position of the handrail changed from on the running plate
to the side of the deflectors. The changes were made in the mid-1930s.
Chimneys
The original chimneys remained unchanged with two exceptions: 5508 was fitted with a stovepipe chimney from 1956 until
withdrawal and 5509 was experimentally fitted with a Kylchap chimney from December 1932 until 1934.
Another short-lived experiment was a one sided top feed for the right hand ejector on 5535 which lasted from late 1936 to
March 1938.
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Cabs
Two changes were made to the cabs in the period 1935 to circa 1940. Firstly, as with other Fowler standard types, a rain
guttering was provided above the cab windows. Secondly, in common with both Fowler and Stanier types, a draught
excluder was fitted at the rear of the cab window.
The cabs on 5500/1 were different from the production batches, the side sheets being flush riveted while on the later
locomotives these had snap head rivets.
Tenders
The unrebuilt locomotives ran with 3,500 gallon tenders throughout their lives although great care needs to be taken to
identify which type was attached to a particular locomotive at any given date. The high straight sided variety (nos. 45604570) were paired with 5505, 5515, 5539, 5550 and 5551 at various times between 1957 and 1962. The three types of
standard Fowler tender fitted were the riveted (with either beaded or non-beaded tanks) which were built with the class, and
the flush riveted type with beaded tanks. All except two of the latter were fitted with additional coal rails throughout the
period they were attached to a Patriot. These two tenders, numbers 3187 and 3190, ran with 5501, 5502, 5505, 5513, 5516
and 5541 between 1930 and 1959.
Sixteen locomotives were paired with the same tender throughout from building to rebuilding or withdrawal. In overall terms
the balance between the three types of standard tender was roughly even over the life of the class although the riveted
varieties were more common in the first few years.
Names
The Patriots were the only large LMS passenger type which were not all named with 5508, 5510, 5513, 5517, 5542, 5544,
5547, 5549, 5550 and 5551 remaining nameless until withdrawal. There were two small bouts of renaming in 1936/7 and
between 1947 and 1951; full details of all names are given in Table 2.
Liveries
The class carried all of the standard LMS passenger liveries of the period with minor differences depending on whether
they were painted at Crewe or Derby. Those from Crewe had evenly spaced lettering on the tender and the 5XP power
classification on the cab side was behind the window; those from Derby had the LMS on the tender unequally spaced and
the 5XP was in front of the window. The latter difference disappeared when the draught excluder was added when it was
painted below the windows.
Some of the class had LMS 1946 livery but a few examples retained LMS maroon until repainted in BR days.
A number of locomotives were repainted in BR black mixed traffic livery with British Railways in full on the tender. Some
managed to carry BR numbers on the locomotive whilst retaining LMS on the tender. However, the only livery universally
applicable to the class was the BR green with orange/black lining. As far as we can ascertain all locomotives had both the
original lion and wheel emblem as well as the later crest. The power classification was changed to 6P in 1951.
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Table 1
Built

Works

Original
No.

Date LMS
renumbered

Date
Rebuilt

Date
BR number

Date
withdrawn

5500

8/11/30

Derby

5971

5501

13/11/30

Derby

5902

3/5/34

23/4/49

11/3/61

12/4/34

26/3/49

26/8/61

5502

1/7/32

Crewe

5959

28/5/34

20/11/48

3/9/60

5503

1/7/32

Crewe

5985

14/7/34

15/5/48

12/8/61

5504

18/7/32

Crewe

5987

28/6/34

2/10/48

17/3/62

5505

26/7/32

Crewe

5949

19/6/34

26/6/48

2/6/62

5506

1/8/32

Crewe

5974

14/7/34

4/9/48

17/3/62

5507

12/8/32

Crewe

5936

23/7/34

23/10/48

20/10/62

5508

9/8/32

Crewe

6010

17/4/34

8/1/49

3/12/60

5509

19/8/32

Crewe

6005

10/8/34

17/9/49

12/8/61

5510

24/8/32

Crewe

6012

25/6/34

26/6/48

9/6/62

5511

31/8/32

Crewe

5942

3/8/34

21/5/49

11/2/61

5512

14/9/32

Crewe

5966

14/7/34

5513

19/9/32

Crewe

5958

25/7/34

12/6/48

15/9/62

5514

21/9/32

Crewe

5983

2/8/34

5515

27/9/32

Crewe

5992

21/8/34

24/4/48

9/6/62

5516

10/10/32

Crewe

5982

28/5/34

12/2/49

22/7/61

5517

6/2/33

Crewe

5952

14/7/34

17/9/49

9/6/62

5518

20/2/33

Crewe

6006

22/5/34

3/7/48

20/10/62

5519

25/2/33

Crewe

6008

28/6/34

4/12/48

17/3/62

5520

17/2/33

Derby

5954

25/9/34

3/7/48

19/5/62

5521

4/3/33

Derby

5933

26/7/34

31/10/46

5522

3/3/33

Derby

5973

29/5/34

7/2/49

5523

8/3/33

Crewe

6026

7/5/34

30/10/48

5524

14/3/33

Crewe

5907

19/7/34

12/2/49

15/9/62

5525

22/3/33

Derby

5916

24/7/34

20/8/48

5526

22/3/33

Derby

5963

25/7/34

6/2/47

5527

27/3/33

Derby

5944

26/4/34

13/9/48

5528

4/4/33

Derby

5996

14/7/34

21/8/47

5529

6/4/33

Crewe

5926

21/5/34

5/7/47

5530

3/4/33

Crewe

6022

2/8/34

19/10/46

5531

7/4/33

Crewe

6027

1/6/34

13/12/47

5532

11/4/33

Crewe

6011

14/8/34

3/7/48

5533

10/4/33

Derby

5905

18/9/34

5/2/49

15/9/62

5534

25/4/33

Derby

5935

13/7/34

5535

4/5/33

Derby

5997

11/5/34

25/9/48

5536

4/5/33

Crewe

6018

20/4/34

12/11/48

5537

19/7/33

Crewe

6015

25/6/34

8/5/48

9/6/62

5538

21/7/33

Crewe

6000

3/8/34

26/6/48

22/9/62

5539

27/7/33

Crewe

5925

30/6/34

24/9/49

16/9/61

5540

7/8/33

Crewe

5901

18/7/34

5541

15/8/33

Crewe

5903

18/5/34

1/5/48

9/6/62

5542

13/3/34

Crewe

25/6/49

9/6/62

5543

16/3/34

Crewe

28/5/49

17/11/62

5544

22/3/34

Crewe

18/9/48

9/12/61

5545

27/3/34

Crewe

5546

29/3/34

Crewe

8/1/49

9/6/62

5547

9/4/34

Crewe

26/2/49

15/9/62

5548

27/4/34

Crewe

2/4/49

9/6/62

5549

27/4/34

Crewe

12/2/49

16/6/62

5550

1/5/34

Crewe

22/10/49

1/12/62

5551

2/5/34

Crewe

29/5/48

16/6/62

7/8/48
19/4/47

31/12/48

1/11/47

5/11/48
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Table 2
No.

First name

Date

Renamed

Date

5500

Croxteth

Late 1933

Patriot

25/2/37

5501

Sir Frank Ree

P 12/30

St.Dunstans

17/4/37

5502

Royal Naval Division

5/6/37

5503

The Leicestershire Regiment

8/7/38

The Royal Leicestershire Regiment

3/11/48

5504

Royal Signals

10/4/37

5505

The Royal Army Ordnance Corps

8/47

5506

The Royal Pioneer Corps

15/9/48

5507

Royal Tank Corps

20/11/37

The Derbyshire Yeomanry

10/11/51

5508
5509
5510
5511

Isle of Man

By 1/38

5512

Bunsen

Late 1933

5514

Holyhead

Late 1938

5515

Caernarvon

15/1/39

5516

The Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment

31/7/38

5513

5517
5518

Bradshaw

5/39

5519

Lady Godiva

P2/1933

5520

Llandudno

By 1/38

5521

Rhyl

By 1/38

5522

Prestatyn

22/3/39

5523

Bangor

By 3/38

5524

Sir Frederick Harrison

P3/1933

Blackpool

23/3/36

5525

E.Tootal Broadhurst

25/3/33

Colwyn Bay

By 1/38

5526

Morecambe and Heysham

6/10/37

5527

Southport

By 3/38

5529

Sir Herbert Walker K.C.B.

By 10/37

5530

Sir Frank Ree

10/3/37

5531

Sir Frederick Harrison

Early 1937

5532

Illustrious

P4/1933

5528

5533

Lord Rathmore

P4/1933

5534

E.Tootal Broadhurst

Early 1937

5535

Sir Herbert Walker K.C.B.

P5/1933

5536

Private W.Wood, V.C.

P5/1933

5537

Private E.Sykes V.C.

P8/1933

5538

Giggleswick

4/11/38

5539

E.C.Trench

P8/1933

5540

Sir Robert Turnbull

P8/1933

5541

Duke of Sutherland

P9/1933

Home Guard

30/7/40

Fleetwood

18/7/38

Lytham St.Annes

18/12/37

5542
5543
5544
5545
5546
5547
5548
5549
5550
5551
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( Plates soon removed until

Oct 1947

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Introduction and general notes
This kit is designed for the experienced modeller, for use on EM or 18.83mm gauges. Alternative parts are also
included to enable construction for OO gauge although modifications will be necessary for closer-than-scale
frames and tight curves, and to allow for over-scale wheel flanges. The basic design follows the prototype as
closely as possible, and therefore clearances in some cases are very tight. Different materials are used as
appropriate for the detail and strength requirements of the individual components.
RESIN
The smokebox/boiler/firebox and cylinder block are cast in polyurethane resin which is both durable and capable of
accurately reproducing complex parts to a very high level of fidelity. It can be glued using high viscosity superglue
or two-part epoxy, and can be worked much like polystyrene, being easily cut with a razor saw or modelling knife;
fine wet and dry paper and any epoxy based filler can be used for finishing. NOTE; DO NOT WORK ON THE
RESIN CASTINGS NEAR A NAKED FLAME, BECAUSE THE PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION ARE HIGHLY
POISONOUS.
Before painting, a vinegar wash can be used (for approximately 20 minutes) to degrease; alternatively, "Flash"
liquid, in warm (NOT boiling) water, is very effective, although it may be advisable to wear gloves. A 1/2"
paintbrush will help to clean the nooks and crannies which cannot otherwise be reached. All paints may be used,
including cellulose, although enamels are easiest. We recommend an acrylic primer (that supplied by Halfords is
very effective), and very light coats with an airbrush to achieve the best finish and retain the fine detail of the
casting.
BRASS / NICKEL-SILVER CASTINGS
These are supplied on sprues, generally grouped together by use, e.g. oil-boxes, plumbing, springing etc.
Individual components can be cut from the sprue with side cutters, or a small saw (e.g. junior hacksaw), and
cleaned-up with a fine file. Use of a glass-fibre brush will bring a sheen to crossheads, slidebars, safety-valves etc.
Each sprue is identified alphabetically, individual items numbered from 1 on each sprue.
WHITEMETAL CASTINGS
Whitemetal is a softer material, which is easier to clean to a smooth surface than brass castings and is ideal for
those smaller parts which require good surface detail, but no great mechanical strength, such as chimney and
dome. It is also excellent for ballast weights. We have avoided whitemetal for parts that will require soldering, and
would suggest cleaning well before fixing with superglue (smaller parts) or epoxy (ballast weights).
ETCHINGS
For the first time we have used nickel-silver throughout, since it is much easier than brass both to solder and to
paint.
Wherever possible, spares of small component parts have been included to allow for those which refuse to be
parted from their hiding place in the carpet. Half-etch fold lines are, unless otherwise indicated, on the inside of the
bend; where the metal is to be bent through 180 degrees they are on the outside.
NOTE; Most rivets on this model are depicted by the use of half-etched overlays, but some require embossing
from the rear. Although a rivet embossing tool may be used to form the push-through rivets, the variable spacing
sometimes makes this a little difficult. We recommend resting the etched sheet on a piece of lead flashing
(available from builders' merchants) or hardboard, and embossing with a blunt compass or needle.
The terms "fit" and "fix" are used throughout to distinguish between initial non-permanent and final attachment
respectively.
We have included as many detail parts as possible, such as cab controls, tip-up seats, etc. but many of these may
be omitted to speed assembly, as may valve gear doublers.
Our philosophy in designing this kit has been to provide a detailed and accurate model which is a pleasure to build.
Whilst a lot of time will be required to complete this kit, this will probably be no more than for other “low-tech” kits
on the market, since the need to correct sub-standard or badly designed/manufactured components is obviated.
We feel the time will be much better spent on this kit, since the resulting model will be to the highest standards of
detail and accuracy.
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CHASSIS
Assembly Notes - before starting
a) Frame spacers
We have included three widths of frame spacer in this kit. Although labelled as 00, EM, and 18.83, their use is
probably more dependant on the wheels used, and the amount of sideplay required, rather than the actual gauge.
Assuming that the supplied axleboxes are used, the minimum widths outside the axlebox bosses are 13.97mm
("00"), 16.13mm ("EM"), and 16.77mm ("18.83"). For EM and 18.83 medium spacers are recommended giving
both good appearance, easier clearances and slightly simplified assembly. The wide spacers are almost exact
scale width and will require the mainframes to be trimmed at the front to fit below the running plate.
Note also that the axleboxes are reversible, depending on the amount of sideplay required; one face (the thinner)
is 0.4mm thick plus a 0.2mm boss round the axle hole, while the other is 0.6mm thick, again with a 0.2mm boss.
Additionally, washers of 0.015" (0.381mm) and 0.0075" (0.1905mm) are included on fret A. It is suggested that a
set of wheels is fitted to their axle, set to the correct back-to-back, and the distance between the wheel bosses
measured.
Calculations show that on a curve of 42" radius, an offset of approx. 0.5mm is required at the centre of the
wheelbase. This can be achieved by allowing sideplay on the centre axle only, or by allowing 0.25mm on the
centre and rear axles. We recommend the front axle should have zero sideplay due to limited clearance behind
slidebars/crossheads.
b) Suspension
Before starting, it must be decided whether the chassis is to be built sprung (as designed), rigid, or adapted for
equalisation/flexichas (parts not supplied). The sprung chassis uses machined brass axleboxes which slide in
6mm cutouts in the mainframes, the springs being strong enough to ensure the weight is spread evenly and the
axleboxes do not "bottom". This has been proven to be reliable and efficient in our previous kits. Movement of
0.5mm is allowed on each axlebox (far more than scale) thus providing for up to 1mm of variation in track levels more than should be needed even for badly laid track. Modifying the chassis to allow greater movement is
possible, but will require excessive variations from scale to provide sufficient clearance.
If wishing to build a rigid chassis, "top-hat" type 1/8" axle bearings are required (3.65mm outside diameter available from South Eastern Finecast). These are fitted in the round holes in the frames. We recommend the slots
around the bearing holes are first filled with solder, to prevent distortion when the bearings are fitted.
c) Motor installation
A Portescap 1624 can be fitted most easily to the driving (centre) axle, requiring the removal of a section at the
bottom of the boiler casting with a razor saw or junior hacksaw, and the omission of the rear frame spacer. Driving
on the rear axle is also possible, but may require modifications to the cab front, firebox backplate, and footplate,
not to mention modification or omission of ashpan and its fixing plate.
The instructions assume installation of a Portescap on the centre axle.
d) Locomotives 5971/5902 (referred to as 5500/1)
Alternative components are included where applicable for the two prototype locomotives, and are referred to in the
relevant sections of the instructions.
e) Fittings variations
The exhaust steam injector which was originally fitted to work off the exhaust steam pipe 4.5” diameter is fixed with
bracket (f1).
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1 Mainframes
Cut the mainframes [A1] ([B1] for 5500/1) from the fret taking care not to bend the front ends. Drill the right
mainframe only, 1.1mm above the inspection cover cut-out at the front, the position being marked on the inside
with a half-etched indent, as are the push-through rivets. With the exception - on the right hand frame - of the three
rivets on the bottom edge of the frames approximately half-way between the leading and centre coupled axles,
push through all the rivets on both frames.
Remove damper shaft bracket from below rear left hand frame. If re-sited damper levers are to be fitted (as per
later LMS/BR days), the bracket on the right hand frame can remain in place.
Unless building a rigid chassis, cut out the axle bearing plates where the sprung axleboxes are to fit. Fold up the
horn-guides as shown in the drawings. Test-fit the axleboxes, and when satisfied they slide freely, solder the
hornguides and the frames together.
NOTE: Because small dimensional variations can be caused by manufacturing tolerances, we suggest that each
axlebox is marked, and fitted to a particular cut-out. The edges of the cut-outs may be filed carefully as required to
achieve a smooth (not loose) sliding fit of the axleboxes.
If desired, the frame / hornguide extensions may be trimmed level with the frames to give a scale outline, noting
that they have been slotted / half-etched where cutting is required. The inward-facing plates must NOT be
trimmed, the slots in these are to locate the cross-ties which also retain the axleboxes.
Push through the rivets on inside cylinder inspection covers [E1], and exhaust steam pipe bracket [F1], and fix
inspection covers to both mainframes, and exhaust steam pipe bracket to left frame.
2 Frame spacers
NOTE: while most frame spacers are supplied in three widths as detailed in note (a) above, some larger or more
complex parts - such as the motion frame - will require trimming to suit. Half-etched witness lines and slots mark
the location of cuts required. Frame spacers which locate in grooves inside the frames, (as opposed to those with
tabs which pass through slots) should be checked in the frames before assembly, and the location tabs trimmed as
necessary to ensure the frames are not distorted.
Fold up buffer beam brackets [E2].
Fold up front drag-box / superstructure fixing plate [C1], noting that the etched line is to the outside of the fold at
the rear. Solder together the two layers at the rear.
Check the fit of bogie centre casting (b1) and washer (b2) in the bogie pivot plate [C2], opening the hole with a
small round file if necessary. The casting should be free to turn, but not loose. The top ring of the casting should
also be filed/sanded until it projects only slightly above the level of the etching, so that when it is fitted later in the
assembly, there is only the minimum vertical movement. This will prevent the bogie twisting relative to the
mainframes. Fold up pivot plate and fix reinforcement webs [A2] in place, and trim the ends.
Fix together front frame spacer halves [B2].
Fix together inside cylinder slidebar bracket halves [A3].
Tin centre frame spacer halves [A4] and brackets [E3], and fit together. Fold up flanges [E4], test-fit, and trim to
suit chosen width of frame spacer. Taking care to keep everything square, fix all together. Ensure that the flange is
located correctly in position to avoid bowing out the mainframes.
If NOT driving on centre axle, test-fit rear frame spacer flanges [E5] to rear frame spacer [F2], and trim to suit. Fix
together.
Fold up firebox bottom / ashpan fixing plate [C3] to match fixing slots in mainframe. Note that after assembly the
front and centre parts will be removed to allow clearance for gearbox. Test fit and trim to clear the springs over the
rear axlebox.
Fold down pipe brackets on lower rear drag box [C5].
Trim edges as required, push through rivets and fold up rear step plate [F3], noting that the etched line is on the
outside of the fold along the rear edge.
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3 Frame assembly
Fit firebox bottom [C3] between frames, check that all is square, and tack together. Fit the rear drag-box front [C4],
and lower [C5] to the rear of the frames [A1 or B1], using the rear step plate [F3] to clamp the frames together. Fit
buffer beam brackets [E2] and front drag box [C1], and again after checking, tack in place at the front. Add bogie
pivot plate, front, centre and rear spacer assemblies, and again tack in place. Check frames on a flat surface, to
ensure they are neither twisted nor warped, and after adjusting as necessary, permanently fix spacers and frames
together. It is recommended that each spacer is fixed in turn to both sides, as fixing all on one side and then the
other will result in each frame expanding more than the other as it is heated, thereby inducing stress or distortion
through differential expansion.
If desired, the axleboxes, driving wheels and axles may now be test-fitted to check the chassis appears square,
and the axleboxes still fit correctly. When satisfied, remove them to avoid damage, and continue assembly.
Unless adapting the chassis for drive on a different axle, snap out front and centre sections of firebox bottom /
ashpan fixing plate [C3] as shaded on drawing.
Push through rivets, fold up cab support brackets [E6], and fit to half-etched section below rear step plate, noting
orientation of flanges, and ensuring that brackets are vertical. Also push through rivets on rear step brackets [E7],
and fix in place, the inner ends locating in the half-etched rebate in the mainframes. Note, of course, the shortest
brackets are used with the widest frame spacers.
Trimming as required to fit frames, fold up running plate support brackets [F4]. Also fold up flanges [E9] and fix in
place. File/sand top flush if necessary, since the running plate is to rest on top of the assembly.
Push through the rivets and fold up left and right dummy lower firebox [E8]. Trim to clear rear coil springs, and
position on frames with running plate support [F4]. Ensure the brackets are level with top of mainframes over
leading/driving axles. When satisfied, fix in place.
Fix three 25mm (1") lengths of 0.45mm wire to form pins for brake hangers. Also fix to inside of frames four 1"
lengths of 0.45mm wire to form front and centre sand-pipes. Leave straight for the moment. Also fix guard irons
[A5] inside frames at the front, locating between buffer beam brackets and vertical part of front drag-box.
4 Driving wheels
NOTES:
1) It is vital that flux does not fall on the wheels, axles, bearings or pick-ups during assembly. Any that does should
be immediately removed to avoid oxidation or rusting. A thin layer of oil will afford some protection during
assembly, but do try to keep oil away from areas to be soldered.
2) The driving wheels on some locomotives had webs on the spokes adjacent to the crankpins. Etchings to cover
two patterns are included in the kit, either with all three openings webbed [E10], or the centre opening plated over
[E11], to suit the Ultrascale wheels. These etchings are retained by the screws which secure the crankpins. Note
that the crankpins on the driving (centre) axle can be soldered to this plate to stop them turning when the chassis
is running, or alternatively, if spoke webs are not being used, short pieces of wire may be soldered to the heads of
the screws and embedded in the inside of the wheel.
3) For the standard locomotives, we recommend the Ultrascale "Duchess" class driving wheels. These are not
100% accurate, but are extremely close. However, it is believed that Alan Gibson is to produce a selection of
Patriot wheels, while the Sharman range may also include something appropriate. Our prototypes used the
Ultrascale wheels, both to EM and 18.83 gauge standards.
4) Those modelling 5500/1 may use Ultrascale GWR 6'- 9" 20-spoke driving wheels, or similar by Gibson, to which
the crank discs included in the kit must be added.
For standard locos, fix in place choice of spoke webs [E10/E11] to wheels as desired, unless modelling 5500/1, in
which case fit crank discs [B3].
Fix leading / trailing [E16] and driving [E17] balance weights (standard locos.) Alternatively, for 5500/1 fit original
balance weights [E12] to leading and trailing wheels, and driving balance weights [E15] to centre drivers, noting
that both centre drivers are the same, and not mirror images. Referring to photographs and drawings, fit leading
[E13] and trailing [E14] supplementary balance weights.
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Please note that we have provided sufficient etchings so that weights can be fitted to both sides of each wheel, as
on the prototype, if clearances allow.
Noting the orientation, (As per note a) on page 2), fit machined axleboxes and springs to the frames, locating the
springs on the tongues at the top of the cut-outs, and retain by clipping in place horn-guide ties - [A6] on coupled
axles. Use driving axle horn-guide ties [A7] to allow clearance for drive gear on driven axle and solder in place.
Note the leading and trailing ties may be left clipped (only) to allow their removal without resort to a soldering iron.
For standard locos, fit leading (a2) and driving/trailing (a3) coupled wheel springs to horn-guide ties, ensuring that
brackets rest inside mainframes. Take care not to solder ties to horn-guides. Note that upward projections on
castings can be used to limit vertical travel of axleboxes. 5500/1 should instead be fitted with coil springs (a1) on
the leading axle.
The wheels, with crankpins in place, can now be fitted to their axles and the chassis, using choice of washers
[A8/A9] to limit sideplay - as stated, due to tight clearance behind the crossheads, there should be no sideplay on
the leading drivers. At the same time, locate the motor / gearbox and final drive gear in place.
Fix ashpan (w1) and inside cylinder block (w2) to the mainframes assembly. Bend sand-pipes as per drawing, and
trim to clear both wheels and rails; remember to allow for compression of the springs. Fit relief valve (e5) to hole in
right hand mainframe above inspection cover.
"Wheel-scraper" pick-ups may now be fitted and wired-up, and the part-assembled chassis tested on the track.
5 Bogie
NOTE: If sprung (as recommended) the bogie operates in the same way as the prototype, with the frame mounted
on the bottom of the chassis without vertical movement, the weight being transferred to the wheels through the
springs fixed to the bogie mainframe. Alternatively, the bogie can be built equalised (although this is not covered
by the instructions), or rigid, using axle plates [C9] included.
Remove centre stretcher / spring plate from centre of bogie frame [C8]. Check fit of bogie centre casting (b1), filing
casting if necessary to ensure a smooth fit in the curved slot. Fold up the innermost spring wire locators.
Fold up bogie frame [C8], starting with sides, then folding down the cross-plates at the end. This should ensure
that sides are parallel and square. Fold up choice of equalising beam attachment plates, [A10] to suit cast or [A11]
etched equalising beam, and fit to sideframes. (Etched equalising beams should only be necessary to suit 00
wheel standards).
Spring stretcher/spring plate into position, locating the tabs at the top of the beam attachment plates in the slots in
the stretcher, and noting the orientation of both the stretcher and the frames; the slot in the stretcher is curved, the
centre of the curve being between the driving wheels. The sideframes are grooved on the inside towards the front
to accept the AWS shoe plate. Check that assembly is square, and fix centre and equalising beam attachment
plates to sideframes. Take care not to fill the 0.5mm holes in equalising beam attachment plates, since the sidespring guide wire will locate in these holes. Remove jig plates from both ends (shaded on drawings).
If AWS is to be fitted, fold up AWS shoe mounting plate [C10], with etched line to outside of the fold, and solder the
two layers together. Fold up shoe plate flange [C11], and fix to mounting plate. Spring between bogie frames,
check that it is square, and fix in place. Fix AWS pick-up shoe (w3) in place.
Fix two 30mm (1.25") lengths of spring steel wire to locators. Bend ends down to bear on axles as per the drawing.
Check fit of axles in etched frame, opening slots with a small round file if necessary. Again if necessary, open
holes on equalising beams (a4), and fix in place. Alternatively, if there is insufficient clearance for cast beams (i.e.
00 gauge), etched beams [E18] may be used with or without doublers [E19]. Fit bogie wheels, using washers [A12]
and half-thickness washers [A13] to eliminate all but the minimum side-play, and ensuring that the spring wires are
correctly located. Check that axles move freely. Trim ends of spring wire.
Open the screw hole in bogie centre casting (b1) if necessary, using a 1.35mm drill, and tap 10BA. Open the small
hole in the spring plate with a 0.8mm drill. Open holes in two side-spring washers [C20] with a 0.5mm drill, and deburr by rubbing on a piece of fine emery or wet-and-dry paper, laid on a flat surface. Cut a piece of 0.45mm wire to
fit between the bogie mainframes. Check the fit in position, trimming as necessary to avoid any distortion to wire or
sideframes. When satisfied, fit centre casting to bogie assembly, locate in position wire, side control springs, and
washers, and gently turn bogie centre, locating the ends of the wire in their holes. This is probably far easier to do
than to explain! Check that side springing works freely and fix wire to frames.
Fit assembled bogie to frames using the 10BA screw, shortening it if necessary, and cast washer (b2). Check that
it turns freely. Stand the chassis on a piece of track and bend the guard irons to shape, trimming the ends as
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necessary.
Trim bogie wheel splasher top [E21] if required, using half etched lines as a guide - narrow for scale, medium for
18.83 (curves over 4'6" radius) and wide EM, (curves over 4'6"); Note that these are only rough suggestions, as it
will probably be necessary to omit the splashers for adequate clearance with some types of wheel or on some
curves - if in doubt, check on the track. Curve to shape, and fix to splasher front [E20]. Use tabs to attach inside
the cut-out in the mainframes. Add dummy fixing flange [E22] to the outside of the frames.
6 Brake gear
Fold up brake shaft brackets [C6], and fix in place bracing plate [C7]. Fix assembly below lower rear drag box.
Standard locos
Push through rivets, and fold up six brake hanger brackets [E24] and tin them. Fold up brake shoes / hangers
[A14] noting they fold up with the shoes between the two halves of the hangers. Solder the halves together, and
remove the tags.
Fit the brake hangers and brackets to the wires already fixed to the frames, and leaving the brake hangers loose
for the moment, solder the brackets first to the wire and then, when satisfied that they are vertical, to the chassis.
Check that they do not foul the wheels - not forgetting to allow for compression of the springs. Trim the wire ends
flush outside the brackets.
5500/1
Push through rivets, and fold up two brake hanger brackets [E24] and tin them. Fold up brake shoes / hangers
[A14] noting they fold up with the shoes between the two halves of the hangers. Solder the halves together, and
remove the tags.
Fit the brake hangers and brackets [E24] to the front wires already fixed to the frames, and leaving the brake
hangers loose for the moment, solder the brackets first to the wire and then, when satisfied that they are vertical, to
the chassis. Check that they do not foul the wheels - not forgetting to allow for compression of the springs. Trim
wire ends flush outside the hangers. Add hanger pin flanges [E23] to centre and rear brake pin wires.
All locos
Fold up the brake cross-beams [E25], noting that there is a gap in the middle, as for the brake hangers, and the
pull-rods will fit in this gap.
Solder together pull-rod halves [E27] or for 5500/1 [F30] (except at the rear ends, which will be wrapped around a
piece of wire fixed to the crank), and fix to cross-beams using medium length valve-gear rivets. The assembly may
be left a little loose to allow for adjustment of cross-beams to fit brake hangers accurately.
Solder together the two halves of the brake crank [E26], and fix a short piece of 0.45mm wire in the hole in the
medium length arm. Opening the holes if necessary, fit crank to brackets using 0.7mm wire. Fix the wire to the
brackets, but leave the crank free to turn at present.
Fix the cast brake cylinder (w4) to the bottom of the lower rear drag-box. Locate the long arm of the brake crank on
the end of the piston, and fix crank to the 0.7mm wire.
Solder to its pin one of the leading brake hangers, ensuring there is adequate clearance for the driving wheels.
Insert the front cross-beam into the hole at the bottom, locate the other end in the opposite hanger, and checking
that hangers are parallel and square, solder the tie-rod and other hanger in position.
Locate the rear of the brake pull-rod on the 0.45mm wire fixed through the crank, and squeeze the ends together.
Fix in place, and trim off the surplus material.
Checking for squareness thread the centre cross-beam through the centre brake hangers, and fix the hangers at
both ends, again checking the clearances and squareness. Repeat for the rear cross-beam / hangers. Trim the
ends of the tie rods and hanger support wires flush with the outside of brake hangers, also removing the wires from
between the frames if desired.
7 Coupling rods
Note: the coupling rods are designed to be articulated, either using the centre crankpin, in which case the knuckle
must be removed from the rear end of the leading coupling rod doubler [A17/B6]; or using a short rivet in the
correct position, in which case the knuckle must be removed from the front of the trailing connecting rod doubler
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[A18/B7]. We recommend the latter as this will reduce the total amount of play in the various joints, resulting in a
more accurate and smoother-running chassis.
Therefore, after trimming knuckle as required from front or rear coupling rod doubler [A17/A18] or [B6/B7] for
5500/1, fix to front [A15/B4] and rear [A16/B5] coupling rods. Fit short rivets to the rear of the front coupling rod
knuckles, and either secure rear rods, or if articulating around crankpin, solder in place and file flush on the inside.
Open the holes to suit the crankpins used and fit in place with nuts or retainers. Test-run the chassis.
8 Motion frame
We have offered two options for the slidebar brackets - scale or simplified. Note that “scale” restrict sideplay of the
bogie to scale dimensions and may require some trimming.
Push through the rivets on the motion / slidebar support bracket frame [C13]. As required, trim tabs at the rear end
to fit between the frames. Fold up, noting that front (slidebar support) is inclined at 1:50.
Scale only
Trim upper slidebar support doubler [F5] to suit frame width, fold up, and fix to main motion frame. Push through
rivets, and fold up choice of lower slidebar support doubler / fixing flange [E28] to suit frame width (as for rear
steps, narrow bracket suits widest frames). The half-etched (curved) lines on top of [F5] show the position of the
curved part of [E28]. To achieve this curve, the etching can be formed around 1/16" or 1.5mm brass rod. When
satisfied with the shape, fit the motion frame to the mainframes assembly, and fix bracket doubler / fixing flange to
motion frame, taking care not to solder to the mainframes if it is desired to leave motion frame removable. Remove
assembly, and remove parts shaded on drawing to produce scale outline slidebar supports.
Simplified only
Fix simplified slidebar support doubler [D1] to front of motion frame.
All
Push through rivets, trim as required to suit frame width, and fold up motion frame rear doubler / brackets [F6]. Fix
to rear of motion frame. Drill cast reversing shaft brackets (d4) 0.7mm, and fix to front of motion frame rear.
Test fit of assembly in mainframes, deepening slots if necessary to ensure that top of motion frame is flush with top
of mainframes.
9 Slidebars and cylinders
Drill the rear of the cylinder block (r1) 2.5mm for the slidebars and valve glands. Drill the front 1.6mm for valve tail
rod covers. Trim inside face of mounting flange as required to fit frames. Drill the bottom of the cylinders 0.8mm to
fit the drain cock castings. Clean up slidebar castings, and test fit in cylinder block - slidebars should be a firm fit,
but need not be fixed in place. Remove, clean up left (d3/d4) and right (d5) crosshead castings, and check fit in
slidebars. If vacuum pump (b5) is required, drill out the casting 0.5mm to take a 0.45mm wire 'piston', and solder to
bottom left slidebar. Fix pump arm [E30] to left crosshead (d3).
Fix in place cast valve chest front covers (w5). Drill rear covers (w6) 0.8mm, and again fix in place, ensuring that
they are mounted square. Check the fit of valve spindles (c2), opening the holes in the rear covers/cylinder block
as required.
Tin the slidebars and slidebar supports where they are to be fixed, and fit the slidebars to the cylinder block, and
cylinder block and motion frame to the mainframes assembly. Ensuring that all is aligned correctly, solder the
slidebars to the supports, using pliers to grip the slidebars between the soldering iron and the cylinders, thereby
acting as a heat-sink.
Test the fit of the crossheads again, to ensure that they do not foul the slidebar supports.
The cylinders/slidebars/motion bracket assembly can now be removed when required as one unit, either to
complete assembly of valve gear, or for future maintenance.
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10 Connecting rods and crossheads
Solder together connecting rods [A20] and doublers [A21] and drill the "big ends" to suit the crankpins. If
necessary, open the holes at the front to give a working fit on the 14BA screws provided. Attach etched backing
plate [E29], checking the fit on the slidebars after assembly and fix in place.
Clear the holes in the centre of the crossheads to give a tight fit on the 14BA screws, and assemble the
crossheads and connecting rods, with the screw heads to the inside. Ensuring that the connecting rods still move
freely, fix the screws to the crossheads and trim to length. Drill the drop links 0.8mm.
Fit the crossheads in the slidebars. With spacing washers [A19] on the centre crankpins between the connecting
and coupling rods, fit the "big ends" into position and turn the driving wheels slowly, checking for tight spots.
Dismantle the motion frame from the chassis, and the connecting rods / crossheads from the slidebars / crankpins
to continue with the valve gear. If required, fit pump piston from 0.45mm wire. Bend pump arm to shape, and fix to
piston. Check for free running, adjusting arm if necessary.
11 Valve gear
The kit includes all the parts required to produce working outside Walschaerts valve gear. Where the prototype
uses rods with forked ends, we have done the same, using two layers of 0.010" nickel-silver. Some may wish to
simplify the assembly by using only a single layer, in which case it will be necessary to use pins or rivets to secure
the components. We would recommend Peco fine track pins, since they have a thin shaft which will pass through
the pivot holes without difficulty.
For those wishing to make the reversing gear work (i.e. the valve rod slide up and down in the expansion lever)
alternative expansion levers are provided, together with an etched reversing reach rod. However, we leave it to the
ingenuity of the builder to devise a system by which the screw reverser can be made to work, and be linked to the
reversing shaft!
A diagram is included to show the names of the components and indicate their relative positions.
Union links
The union links [E32] (or [E31] for 5500/1), are forked at both ends. We suggest that the simplest assembly
method is to tin the links between the inner fold lines, hold them together in the centre with a pair of tweezers or
fine-nosed pliers, spread the ends with a knife and, still gripping with the pliers, solder the halves together, then
placing a piece of 0.015" scrap between the ends and squeezing them together to form the ends.
Combination levers
Assemble combination levers [E33] and doublers [E34], clean up the edges and open the holes with a 0.7mm drill.
Valve rods
Fold back the rear of the valve rods [E35] to thicken around the slotted end, and fix in place with a little solder. Tin
the inside of the rods and the doublers [E36], except the front 3mm, where both should be spread apart. Fix the
rods together. Place a piece of 0.015" scrap between the spread ends, and squeeze them together with a pair of
pliers to form a parallel fork. Clean up the edges, and open the holes with a 0.7mm drill.
Expansion levers
Working reversing gear;
Extract the slotted expansion levers [E37] from the frets and fold up, ensuring that the folds are square, and tin the
outside faces. Also tin and fix in place the overlay plates [E38, E39], taking care not to block the expansion lever
slots with solder. (The overlays fit with the "bolts" at the bottom edge). Ensure the rivet locating rings are exactly
opposite. Tin the heads of four short valve gear rivets, and fix them in these rings, again ensuring that the slots are
not blocked, and the rivets are aligned and square to the expansion lever.
Fix a piece of 0.7mm wire in the centre holes of the valve rods and trim so that only a little (about 0.3mm) projects
at each side and spring between the two sides of the expansion levers. A little filing around the joint may be
needed so the rod slides freely up and down.
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Fix two pivot washers [E41] inside each motion box to remove any sideplay when expansion lever assemblies are
fitted, using a cocktail stick or similar to ensure alignment of holes. Trim the rivets on the expansion levers,
removing any swarf or burrs, so that the assembly can be sprung into position.
Simplified reversing gear
Fold up dummy expansion levers [E40], ensuring that the folds are square.
Eccentric rods
Assemble eccentric rods [E45] (or [E43] for 5500/1), and doublers [E46] (or [E44] for 5500/1), clean the edges, and
open holes at expansion lever end with a 0.7mm drill, and holes at return crank end 0.8mm.
Return cranks
Fold up the return cranks [E47] and solder the two halves together. A very slight joggle may be made in the crank
to increase clearances.
Valve spindles
Clean up left and right valve spindle guides (d1, d2), and check clearance for valve spindles (c2). Tin the rear of
the guides where they will be fixed to slidebar supports.
Assembly
Separate cylinders and motion frame assembly.
Open the holes in the lifting links [A22] 0.7mm at the larger end and 0.5mm at the other. Cut two 12mm (1/2")
lengths of 0.7mm wire to form reverser weigh-shaft. Locate the lifting links near the end of each, and space using
the rear ends of the assembled valve rods, or three layers of 0.010" scrap. Ensure that all lifting links are parallel
and square to the shaft, and fix in place. Trim the end of the shaft flush, and file rear edge at an angle (per
drawing). Fit to motion frame, locating and fixing reversing link [C16] on the left side only.
Using short rivets, fix the eccentric rods to the outside faces of the return cranks, with the rivet heads to the
outside.
Scale valve gear
Locate the front ends of the eccentrics between the two sides of the expansion levers and fix with medium length
rivets, retaining valve rods between the sides of expansion lever assemblies. Spring the expansion levers into
place in the motion boxes.
Simplified valve gear
Locate the front ends of the eccentrics between the two sides of the expansion levers and fix with medium length
rivets, retaining valve rods in the holes towards the bottom of the expansion levers. Fit the expansion levers into
place in the motion boxes, and retain with 0.7mm wire through the centre holes.
All locos
Tin the holes in the valve spindle castings (c2), and fit to combination levers using a piece of 0.7mm wire. Fit
combination levers to valve rods with 0.7mm wire, using small pieces of paper as washers to prevent soldering the
valve gear parts together. Repeat for union links.
Locate the valve spindle guides, but do not fix in place yet. Locate the crossheads in the slidebars, and fix the
union links to the drop links using 0.7mm wire. Re-assemble cylinders, and motion frame, and fit to mainframes,
trimming weigh-shaft to clear frames as needed. Fix valve spindle guides to slidebar support plate, adjusting as
necessary to avoid any tightness in the valve gear. The oval slots in the valve spindle guides should be centred on
the valve spindle “pivots”.
Retain the rear ends of the valve rods in the lifting links using 0.45mm wire, again using paper washers to avoid
soldering everything solid. Fix pivot cover plates [E42] to motion frame, taking care not to affect expansion levers.
For working valve gear, fix reverser weigh-shaft to brackets to set valve gear in forward or reverse gear.
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Fix return cranks to centre crankpins, retaining connecting rods and spacing washers both inside and outside
connecting rods. Finally, trim off top end of reversing link flush with top of motion frame.
12 Steps
Because of limited clearance between the front steps and leading bogie wheels, we have offered a range of
options to increase this clearance. Scale width steps [F7] can be fitted in the correct position, or by turning the fret
through 180 degrees (so that the cut-out faces rearward) they can be moved forward 1.3mm, to clear the tread of
the leading bogie wheels. Alternatively, a wider frame [F8] may be used, giving an extra 1mm each side. If even
more clearance is required, this wider frame may also be turned.
Fold up front step frame - scale [F7], or wide [F8]. Fix step frame - in chosen orientation - to top of front
mainframes. Add bracing wires, and trim flush with bottom edge of step frame. Push through rivets, and fold up
upper and lower front steps - scale [E51, E52] or narrow [E53, E54] if using wider step frame.
Push through rivets, and fold up upper [E49] and lower [E50] rear step treads. Fix to rear step frame. Fix live steam
injector (e1) behind left step, and add plumbing from 0.7mm wire. Fix exhaust steam injector (e2) behind right step.
13 Final details
If using re-sited damper linkage, fit damper lever shaft from 0.45mm wire to brake shaft brackets / damper shaft
bracket below right mainframe. Add levers [E55], and add control rods from 0.45mm wire, fixing the top ends to the
step plate.
If desired, fix cylinder inspection covers [E48] to cylinder block, noting that very few locomotives were so fitted.
Select cylinder drains (b2,b3)/(c4). Add drain pipes to (c4) from 0.45mm wire, referring to photographs for length
and fixing. (Note that pipes were generally shortened in later years.). Fix below cylinders.
Finally, fit rear sand-pipes (0.45mm wire) below running plate support brackets, bend to shape, and trim to length.
14 Tender coupling
Locate and fix round steel nut to the top of rear step plate, the flange uppermost, so that it sits almost flush at the
top. Check fit of the bush in hole at the front of the tender coupling.
Fold the tagged washer [C18] around the slotted end of the coupling [C17], fold lines to the outside. (When tender
is completed and coupled to locomotive, the washer can be fixed to give the desired spacing between loco. and
tender.)
Pass the round-holed end of the tender coupling [C17] between rear lower drag box and rear step frame. Pass the
steel screw through bush, with the flange on the bush adjacent to the screw head. Locate coupling on the bush,
tighten screw, and trim off the surplus above the nut.
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SUPERSTRUCTURE
1 Running plate
Cut the running plate frame [F10] or [F9] for 5500/1 from the fret, removing any components remaining in the
centre. Note that the running plate assembly must be treated with care since it is very flimsy until completed.
Start forming running plate by clamping the main section in the vice or bending bars, and folding up the splasher
fronts. Then fold down the valences - This is best done by clamping each valence in bending bars, holding both
the long horizontal and front vertical sections. The fold is slotted to assist in bending. The small tags at the ends of
the valance should then be formed. Next, fold over rear draw-beam layers, with the half-etched line to the outside
of the 180 degree fold, then the rear running plate sections. The side (bracing) plates may now be swung down
into position, and fixed to the rear running plate. Finally, fold up the sides of the front (drop) footplate tabs, and
swing down between the valences.
Final adjustments may be made by hand, checking with an engineers' square. Fix all tabs and plates in position. (It
is also possible to run a fillet of solder along the long side folds, taking care not to distort with excessive heat;
alternatively this may be best left until the complete assembly is positioned on the frames).
Fold up and assemble front running plate/mainframes [D2] and lifting hole reinforcement plate [D3]. Fold up front
running plate frame [F11], and fix below front of [D2], so that top surface is flat - note that it may be necessary to
trim a little from the bottom of the frames. Fix this assembly to the front of the main running-plate, and test fit the
whole assembly to the chassis, checking that all is square and parallel, adjusting or trimming if required, before
continuing assembly.
Form and fix in place rear overlay [E62], the top at the front flush with the top of the main running plate. There
should be an overhang of slightly over 0.5mm at the sides, more at the rear. A spare etch has been provided to
cover for errors.
Note; If building a locomotive without smoke deflectors, (and a few early locos with deflectors) short handrails must
be fixed to the running plates above the front steps. Front overlay [E58] has two small holes where the handrail
ends are located. These should be opened with a 0.5mm drill before fixing overlays in place, so that the holes do
not disappear under a layer of solder. The other front overlay [E59] tended to be used with smoke deflectors, and
is not marked, but if modelling a loco with these running plates AND handrails, use [E58] to mark the positions by
fixing the etchings back-to-back, and drill through.
Referring to photographs of locomotive modelled, form and fit choice of front running plate overlay [E58/E59],
allowing overhang at sides as for rear, but noting that the front edge has a larger overhang which may be trimmed
later. Drill through for front handrails if required, form from 0.45mm wire, and fix in place.
Fix the 12BA nuts in the half-etched rebates above the rear running plate, taking care not to block the threads - a
little oil will help. Check that the screws still fit correctly.
2 Cab
Cut the cab frame [D4] from the fret taking care to remove all tags from the edges of the floor, front etc. If glazing
the cab, now is a good time to cut the glazing material (not included) to fit the cutouts in the etched frame. We
recommend 0.010" acetate sheet.
Fold up cab rear turn-ins, frame sides, then front, and solder together at front corners. Also fold down the rear
footplate supports. Locate in place the centre plate [D5], and fold over the tabs which project through the rear of
the jig to lock frame together. Solder a bracing strip [D7] to each side of bracing plate [D6], flush along the top
edge. Also fix a bracing strip to the front edge of the rear bracing plate (attached to top of rear plate of jig), again
flush at the top.
Push through rivets on cab front overlay [F21] or [F20] for 5500/1, and fix to cab frame, ensuring that the top and
sides are flush. Trim the edges with a fine file or abrasive paper as necessary.
Note; Photographic evidence suggests that 5500/1 may have had most rivet heads on the cab wrapper ground
flush. If wished, rivet heads should be filed or sanded from wrapper before removing from the fret.
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Form cab wrapper [G1], taking care to avoid distortion around rear cut-outs. A spare fret is included to cover for
any accidents! Test fit on frame, but do not fix in place until centre bracing plate/strips have been inserted in the
cut-out in the top of jig centre plate. Fix cab from top centre, working outwards a small amount on each side both at
front and rear. Centre bracing plate may be fixed now, or tacked inside wrapper until jig is removed, and then
permanently fixed, but if possible ensure that it is parallel with rear strip. When all is fixed, tin and fix in place roof
reinforcement strip [G2], and left [G5] and right [G6] side beading for standard locos, or choice of [G3,G4] or
[G5,G6] for 5500/1.
To remove jig, snap off rear tags from jig centre plate, cut through tabs, and remove rear part of cab jig. Centre
plate may be removed by gripping between the two etched lines with a pair of long-nosed pliers, and twisting, so
that jig forms a "Z", and drops out of rear of cab. Take care not to distort the cab while doing this!
Fix in place roof vent runners, [G7] and ventilator [F28]. Left [G8] and right [G9] roof gutters may now be added if
wished. Note that the small lugs are to the bottom of the gutter at the rear end, the bottom of the lugs being level
with the edge of the rear cut-out.
Fold up cab rear turn-in plates [E63] as per the drawing. Fix to the cab rear, with the outer edge flush with the cab
side.
Form the left cab rear beading [E64] and tack to edge of rear cut-out. Locate 26mm (1") of 0.45mm handrail wire in
the two holes in the beading, and adjust beading so that handrail is vertical and parallel to cab rear. When
satisfied, fix beading in place. Repeat for right beading. Fix handrails, using two short knobs at the bottom to fix to
cab rear turn-ins.
Test fit cab assembly on the running plate, trimming the lower edges to fit the running plate overlay if necessary.
The fit of the firebox in the cab front may also be checked, but it must be remembered that the running plate
overlays are not yet fitted. When satisfied with the fit of the cab, fix in place.
3 Running plate and buffer beam overlays
NOTE; Before cutting out, the top of the main running plate overlays may be scribed to simulate the joints over the
cylinders. The positions are marked by short slots at the edge of the overlays.
Push through rivets, and fit main left [F17] and right [F18] running plate overlays (standard locos) or [F15, F16] for
5500/1 to top of running plate frame, locating against the cab front and splashers. The overhang at the edges
should match the overhang of the front and rear overlays.
Add choice of front buffer beam overlays - flush, or push-through rivets [F12], standard rivet pattern [F13], nonstandard (additional rivets) [F14].
Push through rivets, fold up and fix in place centre running plate overlay [F19]. Fix in place centre cylinder tail rod
cover (w7). File or sand front edge of front and centre running plate overlays to give an even overhang across the
width of the loco.
Form leading [E56] and driving [E57] splasher tops. If nameplate fixings are to be retained on leading splashers,
trim splasher tops so that they are flush with the front; otherwise, remove nameplate fixings. Note that the ends of
splasher tops locate in half-etched rebates below the main running plate overlay. Take care not to fill slots for
sandbox filler plates (to be fitted later).
The running plate overlays may now be trimmed / filed / sanded to give a constant overhang (1/2" on the prototype
- 0.165mm to scale, although greater than that may appear more realistic).
Noting that the front footplate steps [E60/E61] are handed, and the step from the left fret must be used on the left
running plate, push through rivets and fold up choice of wide [E60] or narrow [E61] front footplate steps, and fix to
drop section of running plate.
Fix the buffer stocks in place, but put the heads, springs and nuts to one side for fitting after painting. Fit the small
steps [E80] to the top of the buffer bodies.
Solder one fixing screw washer [C19] to each of the 12BA screws, and fit the running plate assembly to the
chassis, taking care not to over-tighten the screws. If screws project more than 1mm above the nuts, trim off the
ends, so that they do not hit the bottom of the footplate when it is fitted. Remove the running plate unit to continue
assembly.
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4 Cab details
Fold up reverser support box [F31] and toolbox support [F32], and fix inside cab. Fold up the strip on the cylinder
drains lever [F27] and fix to the left cab side - a half etched rectangle marks the position of the longitudinal strip.
Fix the screw reverser (e6) on the left inside the cab, so that the mounting plate abuts the cab front. Note that the
front of the reverser projects through the front opening.
Fit toolbox (w17) on top of etched toolbox supports in the front right corner of the cab.
Temporarily fit cast footplate (w18). Fold up footplate support [F26], and form fall-plate hinges around a piece of
0.45mm wire, so that the top of the loops formed is level with the footplate top. Remove the casting, and fix the
support in place.
Fold up reverser cover frame [F22] and fix to inner plate [F23]. Form curve in front/top plate [F25], noting that the
three evenly spaced rivets are at the top end, and fix to the frame, trimming the outside face flush. Fix the outer
plate [F24] in position, flush at the top and front. Trim any excess along the rear edge, and offer up to cab front, but
do not fix yet.
Test-fit firebox backplate (w15) at the front of the cab. It may be necessary to trim a little from the edges of the
splashers. When satisfied with the fit, fix firehole doors (w16) in position. Drill mounting hole 1.0mm and fix
regulator handle (e7) in place. Also add etched control wheels [E67], and fix backplate assembly in position,
followed by cast footplate (w18) and raised footplate (w19).
Fold up the seat brackets [E65] and pass pieces of handrail wire through the holes. Fold the cab seats [E66] in
half, tin the grooves underneath, and solder to the support wires. Trim the wire to length. Note; the seats can be
either down or folded up against the cab side; those with masochistic tendencies may wish to make them work!
Solder the seat brackets to the indents in the cab side.
5 Boiler and firebox
Clean up the boiler / firebox (r2) casting as necessary. Referring to photographs of prototype modelled, remove
rivets not required from smokebox.
Re-fit running plate assembly to chassis. Mark the bottom of the boiler where it conflicts with the gearbox, and
remove the section with a small saw - a razor saw or junior hacksaw is suggested. Using a carborundum slitting
disc is not recommended, as it clogs easily and generates a lot of heat, possibly causing the release of noxious
gasses. Re-fit and trim as necessary. Also check the fit in the front of the cab - it may be necessary to clean the
edges of the mounting block at the rear of the firebox so that the firebox fits tight against the cab front.
Remove the running plate from the chassis. Fit the boiler assembly to the running plate assembly, and drill the
bottom of the smokebox 2mm (using the hole near the front of the running plate as a guide). Secure boiler
moulding to the running plate using one of the self-tapping screws, fitted with a cast screw cup (w11).
Fit the etched reverser cover assembly, and mark the rear of the firebox where it must be trimmed to enable the
cover to fit flush against the side - The rear of the lower edge strip, and part of the rear cladding band will need
filing down a little.
When satisfied with the fit, remove the boiler moulding, tin the rear of the cover and tack to the cab front. Quickly
check the fit of the boiler again, remove, and if satisfied fix the cover in position
Drill the holes for the handrail knobs, ejector pipe brackets (split pins), and safety valves with a 0.8mm bit. The
handrail knob holes in the smokebox sides must also be drilled 1mm diameter, 0.5mm deep, to allow the handrail
knob bases to be rebated so that handrails remain straight. Clear the hole for the dome cover with a 1.6mm drill,
and if desired, the opening below the chimney with a 4.5mm bit.
Locate the cast boiler weight blocks (w8) in position, and re-fit boiler to the running plate, cutting weights with a
hacksaw as required to clear the motor and gearbox. When satisfied, fix the weights inside the boiler and firebox
with epoxy adhesive or similar.
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Refit the boiler to the running plate, again using the self-tapping screw. If desired, adhesive can also be used
between the bottom of the smokebox and the running plate, and between the firebox and the cab front / running
plate
Fill any gaps visible.
Re-fit the superstructure assembly to the chassis using the 12ba screws at the rear. Drill the bottom of the
smokebox 1mm through the hole in the front fixing plate, and use the other self-tapping screw and screw cup to fix
the front of the superstructure and chassis together.
6 Detailing
Running plate
Fold up dummy reversing link [C15], and fix reversing reach-rod [C14] to it using a short valve gear rivet. Position
assembly on the running plate, locate the rear of the reach rod in the small cut-out at the front of the firebox, and fix
bottom of dummy reversing link below running plate.
Fold up and fix front [E70] and rear [E71] sandbox filler plates to running plate assembly. Ensure that all sit at the
same angle to the boiler. Fix in place leading and centre sandbox fillers (f4). Drill top of rear sandboxes (w13), fix
fillers (f4) in position, and fix sandboxes to rear running plate, noting that they sit about 0.5mm from the firebox
sides.
Fix mechanical lubricators (w14) to left and right hand running plates. Referring to photographs of the loco being
modelled, fix large (f1), medium (f2) and small (f3,f7) oil boxes to the running plate and splasher fronts etc. The
instruction drawings show a typical disposition.
Boiler
Drill steam pipes (w12) 1.0mm for relief valves, and fix to smokebox sides and running plate. Add relief valves (f6).
Fix in place safety valves (f5), dome cover (w10) and chimney (w9).
Drill rear of vacuum ejector (e3) 0.7mm, and fix to the end of the 0.7mm wire. Referring to a photographs, form the
ejector pipe, noting that at the rear end it can either go straight into the front of the reverser cover, drop about halfway down, or drop vertically through the running plate. Trim the end to give an exact fit, and fix pipe and ejector to
the boiler using split pins. The ends of the split pins may need trimming to avoid the motor or ballast weights.
Cut and fix in place the boiler and smokebox door handrails using 0.45mm wire, medium handrail knobs on the
boiler and smokebox sides, and short elsewhere.
Fix whistle (e8) to cab front using adhesive.
Cab
The fall plates [E69] should now be tinned below the front edge, and two pieces of 0.45mm wire cut to the same
length as the fall-plates, tinned in the centre and at the ends, and fitted in the 'hinges' formed on the footplate
support. The fall-plates can now be attached to the wires, taking care not to fix the wire in the hinges.
On the full-size locomotives, there was a single cab door on each side hinged from the cab rear turn-in,
overlapping a pair of doors on each side of the tender front, hinged both between each other and from the tender.
The model cab doors can be fixed or hinged, and fitted either as scale or enlarged (to allow for extra distance
between loco and tender - e.g. on tight curves).
Remove cab doors [E68] from the fret, leaving the full length of the hinge straps attached to the doors. For scale
doors, trim off the section beyond the slots, shaded in the drawing. If using hinged doors, the hinge straps should
be formed around a piece of 0.45mm wire. The ends can then be joggled adjacent to the hinge straps (to prevent
the doors sliding up and down), and fixed to the inside of the cab rear turn-ins. Alternatively, for fixed rear doors,
the hinge straps may be shortened to 1mm and soldered directly to the cab rear turn-in.
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Smoke deflectors
Note. The locomotive can be built with straight or angled deflectors, and narrow or wide beading.
Push through rivets on smoke deflectors [E72]. NOTE; If using inspection covers [E74], do not push through
rivets where these are located. Either fix etched flat beading [E73], or solder 0.3mm brass wire around the
front/top/rear edges to simulate narrow beading. (Some may wish to file the wire half-flat before fixing for additional
realism). If modelling a locomotive with wide steps [E60], slot the deflectors with a slitting disc or fine saw to clear
the step tread - there is a half-etched line to act as a guide. Fit inspection cover(s) [E74] as needed. If desired,
crank in the tops of the deflectors, referring to the scale drawing (front view) for the correct angle. Push through
rivets, fold up and fix in place front [E77] and lower [E78] fixing brackets, noting that shorter arm on [E78] is fixed to
deflectors. Fix joining plates [E79] inside, and handrails using 0.45mm wire. Fix choice of upper brackets, [E75] for
straight deflectors and [E76] for angled. Offer up to running plate/smokebox, and mark the smokebox where the
tails on the front and upper brackets touch. Drill 0.8mm, easing the hole slightly if necessary, so that the brackets
are a tight fit. When satisfied, fix in place, with the deflectors 2.6mm from the edge of the running plate (29mm
outside the deflectors excluding beading). Alternatively, the deflectors may be fixed after painting.
Final details
If it is to be fitted, push through the rivets and fold up the AWS guard plate [F29] and fit to the bottom edge at the
centre of the front buffer beam. Fit small (w20) and large (w21) reservoirs and battery box (w22) to running plate in
front of cab.
Fix in place vacuum pipe (e4). Fix the lamp brackets [E81] to the running plate and [E82] to the smokebox door. Fit
builders plates [E83] to front mainframes. Lastly, if desired, fit the cab window side screens [G10].

After painting, the firebox backplate and footplate, (if not already fixed), glazing, and buffer heads and springs may
be fixed in place.
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LMS "PATRIOT" - CLASS 5X 4-6-0 - PARTS LIST
ETCHED PARTS
"A" FRET - 0.015" NICKEL SILVER (SUPPLIED AS MATCHING PAIRS)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

x3
x3

x2
x2
x3

x2

x2

Mainframes
Bogie pivot plate reinforcement web
Inside cylinder slidebar bracket
Centre frame spacer
Guard iron
Coupled axle horn-guide tie
Driving axle horn-guide tie
Driving axle washers
Driving axle washers - half thickness
Bogie equalising beam attachment plate (cast beam)
Bogie equalising beam attachment plate (etched beam)
Bogie axle washers
Bogie axle washers - half thickness
Brake hanger and shoe
Leading coupling rod - plain
Trailing coupling rod - plain
Leading coupling rod doubler
Trailing coupling rod doubler
Valve gear spacing washers
Connecting rod
Connecting rod doubler
Lifting link

00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83

"B" FRET - 0.015" NICKEL SILVER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

x3

Mainframes
Front frame spacer
Driving wheel crank disc
Leading coupling rod - fluted
Trailing coupling rod - fluted
Leading coupling rod doubler
Trailing coupling rod doubler

5500/5501
00 / EM / 18.83
5500/5501
5500/5501
5500/5501
5500/5501
5500/5501

"C" FRET - 0.015" NICKEL SILVER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

x3

x3
x3

Front drag box/superstructure fixing plate 00 / EM / 18.83
Bogie pivot plate
Firebox bottom/ashpan fixing plate
Rear drag box - front
Rear drag box - lower
Brake shaft brackets
Brake shaft bracket bracing plate
Bogie frame
Bogie axle plate
AWS shoe mounting plate
AWS shoe plate flange
Bogie pivot washer
Motion / slidebar support frame
Reversing reach-rod
Reversing link - dummy
Reversing link - scale
Tender coupling
Tender coupling washer
Fixing screw washer
Bogie side-spring washer
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00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83

00 / EM / 18.83

D" FRET - 0.015" NICKEL SILVER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

x5

Slidebar support doubler (simplified)
Front running plate / mainframes
Lifting hole reinforcing plate
Cab frame / jig
Cab jig centre plate
Cab roof bracing plate
Cab roof bracing strip

"E" FRET - 0.010" NICKEL SILVER (SUPPLIED AS MATCHING PAIRS)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

x4
x2
x2
x2
x4
x2

x5
x4
x3

x2
x2

x4
x2

x2

Inside cylinder inspection cover plate
Buffer beam bracket
Centre frame spacer brackets
Centre frame spacer flange
Rear frame spacer flange
Cab support bracket
Rear steps bracket
Dummy lower firebox
Flange for running plate support bracket
Driving wheel spoke web plates
Driving wheel spoke web plates (filled-in centre)
Coupled wheel original balance weight
Supplementary balance weight - leading
Supplementary balance weight - trailing
Driving wheel balance weight
Leading/trailing balance weight
Driving wheel balance weight
Bogie dummy equalising beam & spring
Bogie dummy equalising beam outer
Bogie wheel splasher front
Bogie wheel splasher top
Bogie wheel splasher fixing flange
Flange for brake hanger pin
Bracket for brake hanger pin
Brake cross-beam
Brake crank
Brake pull-rod
Lower slidebar support & fixing flange
Crosshead backing plate
Vacuum pump arm
Union link - long
Union link - short
Combination lever
Combination lever doubler
Valve rod
Valve rod doubler
Scale expansion lever
Scale expansion lever overlay - outer
Scale expansion lever overlay - inner
Dummy expansion lever
Pivot washer
Pivot cover plate
Eccentric rod - long
Eccentric rod doubler - long
Eccentric rod
Eccentric rod doubler
Return crank
Cylinder inspection cover
Rear step - upper
Rear step - lower
Front step - upper - scale
Front step - lower - scale
Front step - upper - narrow
Front step - lower - narrow
Damper levers
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00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83

5500/5501
5500/5501
5500/5501
5500/5501

5500/5501

00 / EM / 18.83

5500/5501

5500/5501
5500/5501

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

x2
x2

x2
x6
x2
x3
x2

Leading splasher top
Driving splasher top
Front running plate overlay - 'early' type
Front running plate overlay - 'later' type'
Front running plate step - wide
Front running plate step - narrow
Rear running plate overlay
Cab rear turn-in
Cab rear beading
Seat bracket
Seat
Valve control wheel
Cab door
Fall-plate
Sandbox filler support plate - front
Sandbox filler support plate - centre
Smoke deflector
Smoke deflector beading
Smoke deflector inspection cover
Smoke deflector (straight) upper brackets
Smoke deflector upper brackets
Smoke deflector front brackets
Smoke deflector lower brackets
Smoke deflector joining plate
Buffer step
Running plate lamp brackets
Smokebox lamp brackets
Builders' plate

"F" FRET - SUPERSTRUCTURE - 0.010"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Exhaust steam pipe bracket
Rear frame spacer
Rear step plate
Running plate support brackets
Upper slidebar support doubler
Motion frame rear doubler / brackets
Front step frame - scale
Front step frame - wide
Running plate frame - 5500/5501
Running plate frame
Front running plate frame / buffer beam
Buffer beam overlay - push-through rivets
Buffer beam overlay - standard rivet pattern
Buffer beam overlay - alternate rivet pattern
Main running plate overlay - left
Main running plate overlay - right
Main running plate overlay - left
Main running plate overlay - right
Centre running plate overlay / inside cylinder cover
Cab front overlay - 5500/5501
Cab front overlay - standard
Reverser cover frame
Reverser cover - inner plate
Reverser cover - outer plate
Reverser cover - front/top plate
Footplate support / fall-plate hinges
Cylinder drain lever
Cab roof ventilator
AWS shoe guard
Brake pull-rods
Reverser support box
toolbox support
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00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83
00 / EM / 18.83

5500/5501
5500/5501

5500/5501

"G" FRET - CAB PARTS - 0.010"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cab wrapper
Cab roof reinforcement strip
Cab side beading - left
Cab side beading - right
Cab side beading - left - standard
Cab side beading - right - standard
Cab roof vent runners
Cab side gutter - left
Cab side gutter - right
Cab side-screen

5500/5501
5500/5501

RESIN CASTINGS
r1
r2

Cylinder block
Boiler / firebox / smokebox

LOSTWAX BRASS CASTINGS
a1
a2
a3
a4

x2
x2
x4
x2

Leading coupled axle coil spring
Leading coupled axle leaf spring
Centre/trailing axle leaf spring
Bogie equalising beam

b1
b2
b3
b4
b5

Bogie centre casting
Bogie centre washer
Cylinder drains early pattern - left
Cylinder drains early pattern - right
Vacuum pump

e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8

Live steam injector
Exhaust steam injector
Vacuum ejector
Vacuum pipe
Relief valve (inside cylinder)
Screw reverser
Regulator handle
Whistle

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7

x2
x2
x2
x2
x2
x2
x2

5500/5501

Large oil box
Medium oil box
Small oil box (splasher)
Sandbox filler
Safety valve
Relief valve (steampipe cover)
Small oil box (running plate)

NICKEL-SILVER CASTINGS
c1
c2
c3
c4
d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

x2
x2
x2
x2

Slidebar / piston gland
Valve spindle
Reversing shaft bearing
Cylinder drains standard
Valve spindle guide - left
Valve spindle guide - right
Crosshead left - pump arm bracket
Crosshead left - plain
Crosshead right
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WHITE METAL CASTINGS
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9
w10
w11
w12
w13
w14
w15
w16
w17
w18
w19
w20
w21
w22

x2
x2
x2

x2
x2
x2
x2

Ashpan
Inside cylinder block
AWS pick-up shoe
Brake cylinder
Valve chest front cover
Valve chest rear cover
Inside cylinder tail-rod cover
Boiler weight block
Chimney
Dome cover
Screw cups
Steam pipe cover
Rear sandbox
Lubricator
Firebox backplate
Firehole doors
Cab toolbox
Footplate
Raised footplate
AWS small reservoir
AWS large reservoir
AWS battery box

MACHINED PARTS
6x
6x
2x
9x
5x
1x
2x
2x
1x
2x
4x
1x
1x
1x
2x
2x
2x
10 x
8x
5x

Axlebox
Axlebox spring
Bogie side control spring
Short valve gear rivets
Medium valve gear rivets
10BA x ½" cheesehead screw
12BA x 3/16" cheesehead screw
14BA x ¼” cheesehead screw
10BA nut
12BA nut
Self-tapping screw
Steel coupling screw
Steel coupling bush
Round steel nut
Buffer stock
Buffer spring
Buffer head
Medium handrail knobs
Short handrail knobs
Split pins

WIRE
12"
36"
12"
3"

0.70mm brass wire
0.45mm brass wire
0.33mm brass wire
0.33mm steel (spring) wire
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